What Kissinger Feels in His Bones
An Interview with Bill Moyers
In mid-Januanj Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was interviewed on a new public television series, Bill
hfoyers’ Journal: International Report, produced by WNET / I 3 for the Public Broadcasting Service. Except for some introductory comments, this is the complete interview.
h i o Y E M : What about the flow of wealth to countries in the Middle East? Hasn’t this upset considerably the equilibrium that you thought could be
possible between the five centers of power?
KISSINGER: The world that we all knew in 1968,
when you and I talked, is extraordinarily different
today. At that time we had the rigid hostility behveen the Communist world and the non-Communist world. At that time Communist China, the
People’s Republic of China, was outside the mainstream of events, and at that time, you’re quite right,
the oil-producing countries were not major actors.
The change in influence of the oil-producing countries, the flow of resources to the oil-producing
countries in the last two years in a way that was
unexpected and is unprecedented, is a major change
in the international situation to which we are still
in the process of attempting to adjust.
h I o Y E s : All of these changes brought to mind
something you once wrote. You said, “Statesmen
know the future. They feel it in their bones. They are
incapable of proving the truth of their vision.” And
I’m wondering, what are your bones telling you
now about the future, with all of these new forces
at work?
KISSINGER: Well, I feel we are at a watershed. We’re
at a period which in retrospect is either going to be
seen as a period of extraordinary creativity or a period
when really the international order came apart politically, economically, and morally. I believe that
with all the dislocations we now experience there also
exist9 an extraordinary opportunity to form for the
first time in history a truly global socriety catried by
tbe principle of interdependence. And if we act wisely
and with vision, I think we can look back to all this
turmoil as the birth paqp of a more creative and
better system. If we miss the opportunity, I think
there’s going to be chaos.
hfOYERS: But at the same time the opportunity
exists. As you yourself have said, the political problem is that the Western world-and this is a direct
quote of yours-is suifering from inner. uncertainty
and a sense of misdirection. What’s causing that
inner uncertainty? Is it external? Is it internal? Or

BILL hromRs: When Thomas Jefferson became
Secretary of State in 1790 there were to be representatives of four foreign countries in WashingtonBritain, the Netherlands, France, and Spain. Jefferson’s chief problems were to negotiate commercial
relations with each of the four countries, to gain
from three of them control of temtory surrounding
the new nation, and to maintain neutrality in the
war that raged between two of them.
Now there are 128 diplomatic missions in Washington, and while the chief problems continue to be
commerce, war, and peace, the world is a far more
complicated place. As we move toward the end of
the twentieth century the problems we face are a
crisscrossing web of issues, each of which is tangled
with the next, so that today’s solution may be tomorrow’s headache or war.
It seemed fitting to begin discussion in Washington, on the eighth floor of the State Department,
with our fifty-sixth Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger.
hlr. Secretary, I was thinking, coming down here,
of a conversation we had when you were teaching
at Harvard in 1968, six months before you came to
the White House. You had a very reasonably clear
view, a map of the world, in your mind at that time,
a world based on the stability brought about by the
main powers. I’m wondering what that map is like
in your mind now of the world.
SECRETARY KISSINCER: Well, I thought at the time,
and I still do, that you cannot have a peaceful world
without most of the countries, and preferably all of
the countries, feeling that they have a share in it.
This means that those countries that can have the
greatest capaciv to make-to determine peace or
war-that is, the five major centers-be reasonably
agreed on the general outlines of what that peace
should be like. But at the same time one of the
central facts of our period is that more than a hundred nations have come into being in the last fifteen
years, and they too must be‘central participants in
this process. So for the first time in history foreign
policy has become truly global, and therefore truly
complicated.
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K I ~ S I N G E R :Bill, I think you are quite right. The
aspcct of contemporary life that worries me most
is the lack of purpose and direction of so much of
the Western world. There are many reasons for this.
l h c ~European countries have had to adjust in this
century to t\vo world Lvars, to an enormous change
in tlicir position, to a really dramatic social revolution in all OF them, and now to the process of Europ n unilic;ition.
The new countries are just beginning to develop
;i coliercnt picture of the international world, having spent most of their energies gaining independencc. And in the United States we have had a
trilumutic decade-the assassihation of a President
and his hother, the Vietnam war, the Watergate
period. So we have this great opportunity at a
moment when the self-confidence in the whole Western world lias been severely shaken. On the other
hand, as far as the United States, at least, is concerned, I believe we are a healthy country, and I
I)clicve we are capable of dealing creatively w i t h the
prol)lcni that 1 have described.
I r f o Y m s : But you also used a “perhaps" in that
statement. You said every country in the Western
world is suffering from inner uncertainty, with the
exception perhaps of the United States. And I’m
wondering why you brought in the “perhaps.”
KISSINGER: Recause no country can go through
what the United States has gone through without
suffering on the one hand some damage, but also
gaining i n wisdom. 1 think it’s the process of growing up to learn one’s limits and derive from that a
consciousness of what i s possible within these limits.
Through the greater part of our history we felt
absolutely secure. In the postwar period we emerged
from a victorious war and with tremendous resources. Now the last decade has taught America
that we cannot do everything and that we cannot
achieve things ximply by wishing them intensely.
On the other hand, while that has been a diKicult
experience for us, it also should have given us a
new sense of perspective. So that I used the word
“perhaps” because our reaction to these experiences
will determine how we will master the future. But
I’m really quite confident that if we act in concert
iind if we regain, as I think we can and must, our
iiqtional consensus, we can do what is necessary.
nioyms: In the postwar world the consensus between Europe and America was built aroung a common defense against a mutual danger. Now that’s
disappeared. The defense structure is very weak in
the West at the moment, and a new factor, the
economic imperative, has arisen, and Europe and
Japan are much more dependent, for example, on
hliddle Eastern oil than we
.Doesn’t this make
them less dependable as members of this new
consensus?

KISSINCER: I

would not, Bill, agree that the defense

is weak. Actually, we ha\’c. had considerable success
in building a quite strong defensive system between
us and Europe and behvecn us and Japan, especially

behveen us and Europe. The difficulty is that the
perception of the threat has diminished and so many
new problems have arisen that a common defense
is not enough by itself to provide a cement of unity.
You pointed out the economic problem. It is an
interesting fact that in April, 1973, I called for the
economic unity of the industrialized countries. At
that time this was rejected iis carrying the alliance
much too far. Today every one of our friends insists
that we coordinate our economic policies, because
they recognize that their prosperity depends on our
economic programs. Now the problem of relations
to the oil producers, for example, has, in Europe
and in Japan, evoked a much greater sense of vulnerability than in the United States, because it is
based on facts.

MOYERS: Wouldn’t we be worried if we were in
their position?
KISSINCER: Absolutely. I’m not criticizing either
the Europeans or the Japanese for their reaction. We
have attempted to create in them a sense that together with us we can master the energy problem,
and in all the discussions of conservation, recy>cIing,
alternative sources of energy, financial solidarity,
there are many technical solutions. We have always
chosen the one that in our judgment has the greatest
potential to give our friends a sense that they can
master their fate and overcome the danger of impotence which is a threat at one and the same time
to their international as well as to their domestic
position. This process is not yet completed, and as
we go through it there are many ups and downs.
On the other hand, we have to remember it is
only one year since the Washington Energy Conference was called-less than a year. In that time an
international energy agency has been created, a conservation program has been agreed to, emergency
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sharing has been developed for the contingency of
new embargoes. I’m absolutely confident that within
a very short time, a matter of Lveeks, we will have
agreed on financinl solidarity, and \vithin a month
we will make proposals on how to develop alternati\ve resources.

One of the proldems is that each countr)’ is so
concerned with its domestic politics that these very
important events are coming to pass in a very undr:\matic manner and in a way that doesn’t galvanize
the sort of support that the Marshall Plan did. But
the achievements have, i n my view, not been inconsiderable and in retrospect may be seen as the most
significant events of this period.
hroYERs: Is it conceivable to expect Europe and
Japan to go Ivith us on our hliddle Eastern policy
when they have to get most of their oil from the
OPEC countries, and we do not?
KISSINCER: I think it is not only conceivable; I
think it is, above all, in their own interest, because
we have to understand what our hliddle East policy
is. Our hliddle East policy is to enable Europe and
Japan to put themselves into the maximum position
of invulnerability toward outside pressures, but at
the same time to engage in a dialogue with the producers to give effect to the principle of interdependence on a global basis. We recognize-in fact,
we were the first to advance-the proposition that
the oil producers must have a sense that the arrangements that are made are not only just, but are likely
to be long lasting. We have pursued a dialogue with
the producers on the most intensive basis. We have
set up commissions with Iran and Saudi Arabia, and
we have very close relationships in economic discussions with Algeria and other countries in which
we are trying to relate our technical know-how to
their resources and in which we are attempting to
demonstrate that jointly we can progress to the benefit of all of mankind.
hlOYEFlS: Our foreign aid program, which you
raised, has been about constant the last few years,
and therefore in real dollars is down.
KISSINGER: I agree.
hfOYERS: We, almost virtually alone among the
industrial nations, have not helped the underdeveloped world with its manufactured goods with our
tariff policy. A lot of the food that we’re giving right
now is going into political areas, strategical areas,
rather than humanitarian areas, The Brazilians and
the Indians say that we are excluding them from the
definition of consumer. And the impression you get
from talking to representatives of the developing
world is that they really don’t agree that we are very
conscious of their considerations and needs.
KISSINCER: WeU, I think, quite honestly, there’s a
difference between what they say publicly and what
they say privately. It is a fact that in many of the
less-developed countries it is politically not unhelpful
to seem to be at least aloof from the most powerful
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country in the world and to give the impression that
one is not dominated by this colossus, and therefore
the rhetoric of many of these countries is much more
strident than the reality of their foreign policy.
Now it is true that the American people have been
disillusioned by some of their experiences in international affairs, and inevitably during a recession it
is difficult to mobilize public support for a very large
foreign aid program. And these are obstacles with
which we contend,
But your question suggests a more fundamental
problem, Many of these new c o u n t r i e d h i s doesn’t
apply to the Latin American countries-formed their
identity in opposition to the industrial countries, and
they are caught in a dilemma. Their rhetoric is a
rhetoric of confrontation; the reality is a reality of
interdependence. And we have seen in the United Nations and elsewhere that the rhetoric doesn’t always
match the necessities, and one of the problems of
international order is to bring them closer together.
AIOYERS: One of the issues’they point to, for example, is the fact that the oil-producing countries
have recentlv allocated some two billion dollars in
aid to these forty-or-so poorer countries in the world.
That’s roughly the amount of the increase in the
price these countries are paying for oil. They’re paying 11s aboiit a billion dollars more for food and fertilizer, and yet we have not adjusted our assistance
to them to compensate for this. So they say they’re
beinq driven into a “tyranny of the majority” by
turning to the OPEC countries for the kind of assistance that interdependence makes necessary.
KISSINCER: \.%’ell, I don’t think it is correct that we
are not adjusting. For example, our PL-480 program,
which is our food contribution, is on the order of
aborit a billion-and-a-half, or almost that large, and
we have opted, after all the ,discussions, for the
highest proposal that was made, or substantially the
hichest proposal. I also don’t agree with you that
we’re giving most of our food aid for strategic
purposes.
h r o m R s : I didn’t say most. I didn’t mean to say
most. I meant a substantial amount.
KISSINGER: We’re giving some in countries in which
political relationships are of importance to us, and
it stands to reason that when a country has a vital
resource, it keeps in mind the degree of friendship
other countries show for it before it distributes this
resource essentially on a grant basis.
But the considerable majority of our food aid goes
for humanitarian purposes. And even in those countries where political considerations are involved,
those are still countries with a very real and acute
food shortage.
~ I O Y E R S : You said recently that we have to be
prepared to pay some domestic price for our international position. More food aid is going to mean
increased prices at home. And I’m wondering, what
are some of the other prices you anticipate Amcri-
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arc goiiig to Iiave to be paying because of this

i ii tcmiational position?
KlSSINCEn: I think first of all we have to under-

wlliit seems to be a domestic price, in
it’s the best investment we can make,
I~eciiusc~
i f tlic Uiiited States lives in a hostile world,
if the Unitcd Stiites lives in a depressed world, then
iiicvitd)l!r, givew our dependence on the raw materials of the uvorld and given our essential interest in
p c x c . i i i tlie long term we will suffer. What we
Ii:ii.c to rccogiiize domestically is, first of all, that
forcigii aid programs, as they’re now being developed, iire i n our interest; secondly, that in developing sucli pIograms a s financial solidarity and conscrvatioii of energy, and even though they’re painful, tlicy’re ;il)solutcly essential for the United States
to I)c ablc to play a major role internationally and
to rniivter its domestic problems. And of course we
Ilavc to be prcpircd to pay the price for nationid
5tiiIid t l i i i t

tlie

I O H ~ tcarm

sccuri ty.

hiosms: 111 Europe recently I found some feeling
of coiicc’rn tlint the emphasis on interdependence,
and because of tlie economic and energy crisis in
piii~ticular,is goiiig to Iiriiig an alignment of the Old
Ricli, tlie industrial iiations, against the New Rich,

tlic oil nations m d commodity nations, at the exclusion of the poor. And if I hear you correctly,
!rou’rc siivilig \VC ciill’t let that happen.
liissir”:
LVeIl. first of all, we are not talking of
;in allinnce of tlic Old Rich against the New Rich,
Ilrcause we’re seeking the cooperation between the
Old Rich mid the New Rich. Both need each other,
and neither can reiilly prosper, or indeed survive,
except in ;in atmosphere of cooperation. And it seems,
to us that the Old Rich and the New Rich must cooperate i n Iicl~iingtlic poor part of the world.
You take the problem of food, which you mentioned. Tlicre is i i o way the United States can feed
tlic rest of the world. And from some points of view
the level of our food aid has mostly a symbolic significiiiicc. Iiccnusc tlie ultimate solution to the food

problem depends on rilising the productivity of the
less-developed countries. This requires fertilizer, help
in distribution, and similar projects. This, in turn,
can only be done through the cooperation of the
technical know-how of the Old Rich with the new
resources of the New Rich, and we will, within the
next two months, make a very concrete proposal of
how all of this can be put together to increase drastically the food production in the poorer part of
the world.
~IOYEERS: What about the psychological adjustment
that all of this is causing us to make? Does it disturb you that a handful of Arab sheiks, in a sense,
have so much new power and so much dominance
on the world scene?
KISSINCER: It is a new fact to’which we all have
to adjust, including the oil-producing countries. But
I think that on the whole everybody is trying to deal
with these long-range problems in a cooperative
spirit, although, of course, obviously the level of
experience in dealing nrith global problems differs
bktween \various nations.
hfoYERs: Is tlie specific purpose of our policy
toward the oil-producing countries to arrest the flow
of wealth to them?
KISSINGER: No. Our concem is that the flow of
wealth, which is inevitable, is channeled into-in
such a way that it does not disrupt the international
-the well-being of all the rest of the world. If you
take countries like Iran, for example, or Algeria,
that use most of their wealth for their own development, which means, in effect, that they are spending the energy income in the industrialized part of
the world, this is not a basically disruptive effect.
It has certain dislocations, but I think this is not
basically disruptive.
What presents a particular problem is in those
areas where the balances accumulate and where the
investment of .large sums or the shifting around of
large sums can produce economic crises that are not
necessarily intended. And this makes the problem of
finding financial institutions which can handle these
tremendous sums-$60 billion in one year, which is
more than our total foreign investment over a hundred years. just to give one a sense of the magnitude
-to have those sums invested in a way that does not
produce economic chaos.
XIOYERS: What are the consequences if we don’t
find those international monetary structures?
KISSINGER: Well, I think the consequences will be
rampant inflation, the potential economic collapse
of some of the weaker nations, and the long-term
hacklash economically will be on the oil producers
as well as on the consumers. But I’m confident we
will find the institutions, and I think you will find
that the discussions of the finance ministers taking
place this week are making very substantial progress
in developing these financial institutions.
hfoYERs: Some people have said that we’re on the
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edge of n global economic crisis akin to that of the
1930’s. I know you were just a boy in the 1930’s, but
that part of your life you remember quite well. Do
you see similarities?
KISSINCER: I didn’t understand too much about
economics at that time. I was better versed in football than economics. But I think there are similarities in the sense that when you are faced with
economic difficulty, you have the choice of retreating into yourself or trying to find a global solution.
Retreating into yourself is a defensive attitude which
over a period of time accelerates all the difficulties
that led you to do it in the first place. I think our
necessity is to find a global solution. It’s our necessity
and our opportunity, and in many ways we’re on the
way to doing it, although with all the debates that
are going on, this isn’t always apparent.
hiOYERS: Isn’t what’s happening in the hliddle East,
and particularly the flow of wealth to the hliddle
Eastern and oil-producing countries, simply an adjustment of history? Isn’t it a rhythm of history?
Wasn’t it natural that when they finally got control
of their own oil production, they would use it for
their own benefits?
KISSINCER: That was inevitable. I don’t know
whether it was inevitable that God would place the
oil in exactly those places. . . .
h i o w x s : Or that He would place the Arabs there.
KISSINCER: But once it was placed there, it was
inevitable that sooner or later these trends would
develop, and we’re not fighting these trends.
hioyms: But the price was kept down for four
decades by \Vestem control of the production of
oil. That’s gone.
MSSINCER: Well, I don’t want to speculate about
what kept the price down, because it could happen
that the price will go down again. This depended
on the relationship of supply and demand in a very
important way. The oil resources of the hliddle East
were so vast compared to the energy requirements
of the world that that kept the price down. When I
came to Washington in 1969, people were still talking
about oil surplus, and they were still talking about
how to restrict the importation of foreign oil lest the
prices go down even more. It is only in the last six
years that there has been such a dramatic increase
in the energy requirements that the opportunity for
raising the prices existed. I believe that before then
there was-it was roughly in balance behveen supply and demand.
hf0nx.s: You talk about the solidarity of consumers in dealing with, in negotiating with, the oilproducing countries. What will that solidarity produce? What economic pressure, hlr. Secretary, do
we have on the Arabs?
KISSINCER: I don’t think it’s a question of economic
pressure. I think there are two possibilities. Right
now every consumer, or every group of consumers,
has its own dialogue going on with the producers.

It isn’t that there’s no dialogue going on. There’s i1
European dialogue witli the Arabs. There’s i n Anierican dialogue going on nvith both Arab countries and
with Iran. The question is tvhether a niultilateral
conference-that is to sily, getting al1,consumcrs together with all of the producers-how that can advance matters. In our view it can advance matters
only if the consumers do not repeat at such a conference all the disugreements they already have.
I believe that i n such a conference, if both sides
are \vel1 Iirepared, one should address the question
of long-term supply, that is, give tlie oil producers
an assurance that they will have a market for a
fairly long future. There has to ,be some discussion
about price. There has to be some discussion about
international facilities, both for the benefit of tlie
poor countries and to make sure that the investmeiits
are channeled in such a ivay that they do not produce economic crises. IVe’re Lvorking hard on all of
these issues, and w e believe all of them are soluble
in a constructive manner.
xroI’ERs: And you don’t believe that pressure is
the way.
KISSLNCER: I don’t believe that such a negotiation
can bc based upon pressure. But each sidc obviously
has to be aware of its own interest and has to defend
its own interest in a reasonable manner. IVe don’t
blame the producers for doing it, and they can’t
blame the consumers for doing it. But the attitude
must be cooperative, conciliatory, and looking for
a long-term solution.
hIOYERS: Do you think the oil-producing countries
have an interest in that kind of negotiation, dialogue?
RISSINCER: I believe the vast majority of them do.
MOYERS: Well, if pressure isn’t that important a
part of the scenario, I need to ask you: \{’hat did
you have in mind Lvhen you gave that interview to
Business Week and talked about the possible strangulation of the II‘est? W h a t was going through your
mind at just that minute?
KISSINGER: $hst of all, the sentence that has attracted so much attention is too frequently taken
totally out of context, and it was part of a very long
interview in which I put forward essentially the conception that I have developed here, that is to say,
of a cooperative relationship between the consumers
and producers, In addition, I made clear that political
and economic warfare, or military action, is totally
inappropriate for the solution of oil prices, recycling
problCms, et cetera. The contingency, and the only
contingency, to which I addressed myself was an absolutely hypothetical case in which the actual strangulation of the entire industrialized world was being
attempted; in dher words, in which the confrontation
was started by the producers. I bave said repeatedly,
and I want to say now, I do not believe that such an
event is going to happen. I was speaking bypothetically
about an extreme situation that would have to be
provoked by other countries.
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I fliink it is self-evident that the United States cannot pcrmit itsclf to be strangled, but I also do not
bclievc that this will really be attempted, and therefore we were talking about a hypothetical case that
all our cfiorts are attempting to avoid and that we
arc confidcnt we can avoid. We were not: talking, as
is so loosely said, about the seizure of oil fields. That
is iiot our intention and that is not our policy.
\ i o ] . i < i i 5 : \ \ h i t intrigued so many people, it seemed
10 i i i ~ ~ , , ~ ~that
; i . s a fc\v days before, you’d given a simi l i i r iiilcwic.\v to Ncrcsrccck, and much the same
t1iiii.q 1i;id I~eciisaid with no particular alarm. Then
;i IC.\{.
tl;i>.s];iter :I simi1:ir statement is made and it’s
aci/ctl i i ~ ) o n . .5nd I-some of us thought perhaps
! ~ ) i iIi;itl ciilciilnted l)et\vecn the first interview and
( I i c ~ S C Y Y J I I ~intcrvicw to be more precise in some
I; i I it1 o t i n c’ss age.
h i s s i h x x i i : I \\‘:is xtonishcd when this was seized
u p t i . \f‘c. \ v c w iiot tlic ones who spread it. I think
t l i ~ w :ire
~
iniiiiy-nimiy
people have spread this
; i r o i i i i t l , fraiikl!- i i i order to sow some dispute bet \ \ ’ c ~ ~ LIS
i i :ind t h c oil producers.
\\‘c-oiir wliole policy toward the producers has
I ) i s i v i Ixiscd on :in effort of ;ichieving cooperatiqn. We
I I ~ I \ * c sixhiit
~
ticmendous efforts to promote peace in
t l i c Jlitltllcl East, precisely to a\roid confrontations.
\\’c n ~ w
tnlkiiig ;illout ;i very extreme case about
\\-liicli oiily tlie most irresponsible elements among
I)ro(liiccm i i r c evcm speaking, and i t is not our policy
IO iisc i i l i l i t ; i r > - forcc to settle any of the issues we
iion. t;ilkiiig :il)out.
hroI’ims: nut neither, if I
v)j)Iiic;il \*ic\v of diplomacy,
:iix’

understand your philocan a power ever rule

coiitingeiicy.
Well, no nation can announce it will
)Jet itself bc strangled without reacting, and I find it
w r y dimcult to see what it is people are objecting to.
Wc arc saying the United States will not permit itself
or its allies to be strangled. Somebody else would have
to makc the first move to attempt the strangulation.
It isn’t bcing attempted now.
\roI’Eiis: \\’ell. I \vas in Europe about the time,
; i i i d soiiie OF tlieni almost came out of their skin,
I)eciiurc depending n s they do on Middle East oil
: i i i t I \\!it11 our troops on their soil, they could see a
coiili.oiit:itioii I)chveen us and the oil-producing
cnuntrics tlint would have them the innocent by~Iillitl~
:ind
~ l . \victim. That’s why they seized upon it.
KissiscLn: I fiiid it difficult to understand how
tlic~r ~voiildwnnt to announce that “Please strangle
11s.” \Vi1 did not say? ;ind I repeat it here, that any
of the issiics that arc now under discussion fall into
tliis category. There \vould have to be an overt move
of an c~strcrncly drastic, dramatic, and aggressive
ii;ittirc hcfore this contingency could ever be considcrid.
IIOI’EIIS: Who, hlr. Secretary, has a stake in divisioii Iwt\vecn us and the oil-producing countries?
K I S S I N G E ~ 011,
:
1 think there are many forces, and
out iiiiy

KissimEn:

I don’t want to speculate on that.
hiomrs: Let me ask you, though. I’m curious not
about how you see a possible final solution in the
Middle East, but by what in h i s t o j and in your
own philosophy makes you believe that people who
have fought so bitterly over so long a period of time
can ever settle a conflict like that peaceably.
USSINGER: If you are in my position, you often find
yourself in a situation where as an historian you,
would see the problem is insoluble, and yet as a
statesman you have absolutely no choice except to
attempt to settle it. Because what is the alternative?
If we say there is no solution, then another war is
guaranteed. Then the confrontation between oil producers and consumers, which it is our policy to attempt to avoid-the risk of this will be magnified.
The danger of a confrontation between the Soviet
Union and the United States will be increased. And
therefore, with all the di5culty and with all the
anguish that is involved, we must make a major.effort
to move step-by-step toward a solution. And some
progress has already been made that most people
thought was difficult. And we find ourselves often
in a situation, and many national leaders do, that if
you attempt something new, there is no historical
precedent for it, and you have to go on an uncharted
road.
~ I O Y E R S :And you never announce that you’re giving up hope.
KISSINGER: Not only can you not announce you’re
giving up hope; you must not give up hope. You
must believe in what you are doing.
hionrs: Is our step-by-step diplomacy in the
Middle East on track?
KISSINGER: Our step-by-step diplomacy is facing
increasing difficulties, as one would expect. As you
make progress, you get the more difficult circumstances. I believe we have an opportunity. I believe
that progress can be made, and I expect that over
the next months progress will be made.
h f o Y E m : In the ultimate extremity of war, wouldn’t
the level of violence be increased by the sale of arms
we have made to-the Arabs and the arms we have
shipped to Israel? Aren’t we in a sense guaranteeing
that any war that comes . . . .
KISSINCER: Well, none of the states that are likely
-none of the Arab states likely to fight in a war
have received American arms. The sale of arms to
Israel is necessitated by the fact that the Arab
countries are receiving substantial supplies from the
Soviet Union and because the security of Israel has
been an American objective in all American administrations since the end of World War 11.
hioyErs: There’s some confusion out there as to
whether or not you have systematically excluded the
Soviets from playing a peacekeeping role in the
Middle East and whether, if you have, this is to
our advantage. Is it possible to have a solution there
that does not involve the Soviets?
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KISSINCER: A final solution must involve the Soviet
Union, and it has never been part of our policy to exclude the Soviet Union from a final solution. T h e in-

dividual steps that have been taken have requiredhave been based on the methods we judged most
effective; and at the request of all of the parties, we
have proceeded in the manner in which we have. But
we have always kept the Soviet Union generally informed of what we were doing.
~ I O Y E R S : Is there any evidence that under the
general rubric of ddtente the, Soviets have been pkaying adversary politics in the hliddle East?
KlssINcER: I think the Soviet Union has not been
exceptionally helpful, but it has also not been exceptionally obstructive. And I don’t believe it is correct to say they’ve been playing adversary politics.
h i o Y E m : On the word dCtente, I wish you would
define it for us.
KISSINGER: The problem of ddtente is often put as
if the United States were making concession,s to the
Soviet Union in order to achieve peace. Basically.
the problem of detente-the nwssity of detente-is
produced by the fact that nuclear war in this period
is going to involve n catastrophe for all of humanity.
When the decision of peace and war involves the
survival of tens of millions of people, you’re no
longer playing power politics in the traditional
sense. And for this reason, every American President
in the postwar period, no matter how different their
backgrounds, no matter what their party, has sooner
or later been driven to making the problem of peace
the central preoccupation of his foreign policy. This
is the case also, obviously, in this Administration.
We would like to leave a legacy of having made the
world safer than. when we found it, as must every
Administration. To conduct confrontation politics
when the stakes aye going to be determined by nuclear weapons is the height of irresponsibility. This
is what we mean by dktente. We have sought:systematically to improve political relations, to increase
trade relatibns in order to produce a maximum number of links bet\veen us and the Soviet Union, and
to create a cooperative environment to reduce the
dangers of war.
KIOYERS: But in the hventy pears immediately after
World War 11, there was nuclear peace, one could
say. Every Secretary of State has said, “That’s my
objective, not to have a nuclear war.” What are the
special reasons for dCtente as a systematic policy?
What have we got from it beyond nuclear peace?
KISSINGER: What we have got from dhtente is, first
of an, that the situation in Europe is more peaceful
than it has ever been. As late as the Kennedy Administration in tbe 1960’s there was a massive confrontation over Berlin between the United States and the
Soviet UNOD.Throughoot the ’60’s there was a confrontation between the United States and the Soviet
Union over the question of nuclear a m , over the
question of the ultimate shape of the European ar-
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rangements, and over the whole evolution of world
policy.
In the last three years, the European issues have
been substantially, if not settled, I think substantially
eased. In all.parts of the world, except the Middlc
East. the United States and the Soviet Union have
pursued substantially compatible, and in some cascs
cooperative, policies. A trade relationship has dcvcloped for the first time that would give both countries
an incentive, and especially the Soviet Union an incentive, to conduct moderate foreign policies. And
most importantly, two major steps have been taken
to arrest the nuclear arms race. For the first timc,
agreed ceilings exist to reduce the danger that bothto eliminate the danger, in fact, at any rate, substantially reduce it, that both sides will be racing, or conducting an arms race out of fear of what the other
‘side would do.
I think these are major steps fonvard which must
be built on and which I’m confident would be built
on no matter who is President in this country.
hlOYERS: I Lvould like to come Imck in just :1
moment to the Yladivostok agreement. l ) i i t Iwfore \vc
leave dCtente, we seem to be len\iiig it on \.i’r!.
curious legs, with the aimouncemelit this wcisk-if
trade is important-that the Soviet Union \\-;IS not
going to fulfill the recent agreement on triidr.
KISSINCER: Well, I don’t tliink it i q corri’ct to sn!,
that the Soviet Union \vi11 not fulfill the recent iigrrement on trade. Unfortunately, the Coiigrcss lins s e w
fit to pass legislation that iniposrcl on tlw So\irt
Union special conditions \vhich were not foreseenhlc
when the trade agreement was tiegotintcd in 1972
and which the Soviet Union consitlcrs an intcrference in its domestic affairs. IVe \varncd agiiiist
this legislation for t\vo years. IVe \vent nloiig \vitli
it only Lvith the utmost reluctance, and I tliink that
this event proves that it is i1bsolutel!’ rsscnti;il for
Congress and the Executive to work out ;i coniiiioii
understanding of what is possible i n foreign polic!.
and what can be subject to legislation i i i i d \vli:it
must be subject to other forms of congrcssiotinl
advice iind consent.
hlOYERS: Did Congress kill the ngrcenieiit
iinposing too strict n limitation?
KISSINGER: I don’t want to assess blame. I Ijclieve
that the legislative restrictions, coupled \vitli thc restriction on export-import credits, had the effcct of
causing the Soviet Union to reject the agreement.
We shared the objectives of those in Coiigrcss wlio
were pushing this legislation. IVe differed with them
as to tactics and as to the suitability of ensliriiiing
these objectives in legislation. We \vert l)reixircd
to make them part of our executive negotiations.
and we had, in fact, brought about an rmigntioii of
05,000 before this legislative attempt was “A*,
and
the emigration now is lower than this.
And I repeat, we will go hack to the Congress n i t l i
the attitude that both sides should lcarii from t h i q
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expviciice and with the recognition that as a COequiil partncr, thcy must have a n important part in
shaping American foreign policy.
.
hioYEIis: Is ddeiite on precarious legs as a result

of the events this \{reek?
l i i s s i N c m : I tliirik dGtente has had a setback, but
I tliink tliqt tlie imperative that I described earlier
of 1)111vciitingnucleur war, which i n turn requires
poIi~ic;iluiiderstanding, will enahle us to move forward agniii, niid \ve will immediately begin consult;itioris \vitli the Congress on how the Legislative
niid Esecuti\’c Iiranclics can cooperate i n implementing this.
xroyi:iis: You riiised thc Vladivostok agreement
t1i;it puts ;I cciling on the number of launchers and
hllllVed rnissilcs that both the Soviet Union and the
LJiiitcd States c;in Iia\ve. The question that’s being
iiskcd is: \ V h t y o u ’ ~done
~ is escalate the equilibriiini, t l i c Iiii1it;iIy cquilil~rium,at \vhat appears to
m:iiiy pc~opleto he ;in uniieccssarily high level. Why
couldn’t we just stop?
K I S S I N G E R : \.Vcll, I \vould say that the people who
s ~ “irniiecc~ssnrily
y
high” ha\pe ne\‘er negotiated with
tlie Soviet Uiiioii. The level at which that has been
set is 200 d c l i ~ ~veliicles
~y
below \r.hat the Soviet
Union ;ilre;idy has. And therefore I find it difficult
to understand ho\v it ciin be said it \vas escalated.
If NT were \villing to live with our present forces
\vlien the SoLict Union had 8,600 missiles and bombers, then \ve should be able to live with our present
forccs when the Soviet Union will have, under the
agreement, only 2,400 missiles nnd bombers. So
there’s nothing in the agreement that forces us to
I)riild up, and there is something in the agreement
that forces the Soviet. Union to reduce. Whether we
I~uild u p or not is a strategic decision which we
\vould have to make in a n y event and which would
f;m us much more abutcly under conditions of an
nriiis rwe. So we put a ceiling on the Soviet deploym e n t I)elo\v their present level, and that therefore
cnnbles us to consider oiir ceilings with less pressure
tli;iii would lie the case otlicrwise. Secondly, once n
ceiling exists, both military establishments can plan
\vitliout the fear that the other one will drive the
race through the ceiling, which is one of these selffulfilling prophecies which has fueled the arms race.
Thirdly, once you Iiave ceilings established, the problem of reductions will liecome much easier. The
reason reductions are so difficult now is that when
Iioth sides are building up, you never know against
what yardsticks to plan your reductions. And I’m
confident that if the Vlndivostok agreement is completed, it will be seen as one of the turning points
i n the history of the Iiost-IVorld War 11 arms race.
hfOYEns: What is tlie next step?
KISSINGER: The next step is to complete the Vladivostok agreement, on which only a general understanding exists up to now. Once that is completed.
\vc \vi11 immediately turn to negotiations on the re-

duction of armaments. . . .
hfOYERS: The reduction of the ceilings?
USSINGER: The reduction of the ceilings, both of
MIRVs and of total numbers. And actually I believe
this will be an easier negotiation than the one we
have just concluded at Vladivostok, because it is
going to be difficult to prove that when you already
have an enormous capacity to devastate humanity,
a few hundred extra missiles make so much difference.

h i o Y E m : The Vladivostok agreement would run to
1985. Is it possible that reductions in the ceilings
could begin many years before that?
WSSINCERS In the aide-memoir that has been exchanged between us and the Soviet Union it has
been agreed that the negotiations on reductions can
start immediately upon the completion of the other
agreement. They can start at any time before. They
must start no later than 1980, but they can start at
any time before that.
hioYEm: To set aside the figures for a moment and
put it in the way that laymen ask me: Why do we
keep on? This is going to mean, even if it does have
a ceiling, more money for defense. We’re going ahead
with B-1 . . . .
KISSINCER: Excuse me, The agreement doesn’t mean
more money for defense. hlore money for defense
was inherent in the arms race. The question that the
agreement poses is whether more should be spent
on top of what was already planned. I do not believe
that the agreement will make it easier to reduce
the spending [sic].
MOYERS: Do you see any e m , then, in the foreseeable future to the arms race, both nuclear and
conventional?
KISSINCER: One of my overwhelming preoccupations has been to put an end to the arms race, and
the reason I have been such a strong supporter of
the SALT negotiations is to turn down the arms
race. And I believe that the Vladivostok agreement
will permit over the ten years-will lead to reductions that would involve substantial savings, and
that will be our principal objective.
hfoYERS: Just a couple of more questions. You
wrote once, “An excessively pragmatic policy will
be empty of vision and humanity. America Cannot
a
be true to itself without moral purpose.”
One of the chief criticisms of your tenure as Sec-
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retary of State in the last several years has been that
we’ve been long on expediency and pragmatism, and
it may have helped us strategically, but we’ve been
short on humanity-the invasion of Cambodia, the
bombinq of Hanoi at Christmas, the tilting in favor
of Pakistan, the maintenance of a constant level of
foreign assistance, our preference for a change in
the Allende government. These all add up, your
critics say, to an excessively pragmatic policy devoid
of humanity and vision.
KISSINCER: Any statesman faces the problem of relating morality to what is possible. As long as the
United States was absolutely secure behind two
great oceans, it could afford the luxury of moral
pronouncements divorced from the reality of the
world in which other countries have to make the
decisions, or make an important part of the decisions,
which determine whether you can implement them.
I still agree with this statement that I made some
years ago. A purely pragmatic policy is unsuited to
the American character and, in any event, leads to
paralysis. An excessively moralistic policy will be
totally devoid of contact \vith reality and will lead
to empty posturing.
In foreign policy you always face difficult choices,
and you always face the problem that when you
make your decision, you do not know the outcome.
So your moral convictions are necessary to give you
the strength to make the difficult choices when you
have no assurmce of success.
Now the particular events you mentioned one
could go into. It would be impossible to do it justice
in the limited time \ve have. Sekveral of them had to
do with the conduct of the war in Vietnam, and
there, really, the criticism is between those who
>vanted to end it more or less at any price and those
who believed that it was essential to end it in a
manner so that the American people did not feel
that a11 these efforts had only led to a turning over
by the United States of people who had depended
on it to outside invaders. Now it’s an issue that we
will not settle in this debate, but this \vas our judgment from which the various military moves flowed.
On the issue of how to vindicate human rights in
foreign countries, I think we have never denied their
importance. IVe have, however, always claimed that
we could achieve our objectives more effectively
quietly, without making it a confrontation. This is
why we never made anything of the fact that between 1969 and 1973 we increased Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union from 400 to 35,000 without ever announcing it. And I believe when all%e
facts are out, it will turn out that a substantial number of releases from Chilean prisons were negotiated
by the United States without ever making anything
of it, not because we did not believe these human
rights, but because we believed it would facilitate
the objective of implementing these human rights
if we did not make an issue of it. So, some of it

concerns methods toward agreed objectives.
hIOYERS; I think what concerns a lot of people is
that we are liable, in our search for stability, to be
linked with strong authoritative, unrepresentntive
governments at the expense of open and more liberated governments. You say that’s a necessity somctimes.
KISSINCER: It is very difficult to makc ill1 ilbstrilct
pronouncement on it. Ideally, we should be i1l)le to
achieve our objective by working with governments
whose basic values Lve support. But just as during
World War I1 we bccilme allies of Stalin, even
though his values ivere quite different from oiirs, so
in some concrete situations we occasionally find
ourselves under the necessity of choosing whrthcr
we want to achieve important objcctivcs with go\’ernments of whose domestic policies
do not approve, or whether we sacrifice those interests. Sonietimes we can make the wrong choice, but i t is
important to rccognize that i t is a different choice
and that everybody in his own life knows that the
difficult issues are when two desirable objecti\rc)s
clash, or hvo undesirable objectives clash, and J’OU
have to choose the less undesirable. I t is not a bluckand-white problem. I understand the criticism thi~t
is being made, but I think the critics shoiilcl understand that the day-to-day conduct of foreign policy
is more complex than can be encapsuled in a slogan.
~ I O Y E R S : Finalljr, jvou’ve talked about. stable structures of peace and you’ve talked about institutionalizing the conduct of foreign policy. \\;ell, if you’re
not Secretary of State for life, ivhat !vi11 !rou leiivr
behind and what do you care the most about?
EISSINCER: What I \vould care most about is to
leave behind a ikorld which is organicnlly safer than
the one I found. By “organically safer” I niean that
has a structure which is not dependent on constant
juggling and on tours de force for maintaining the
peace. But just as it can be said that i n the period
from 1945 to 1950 the .United States constructed i i n
international system that had many permanent features, as permanent features go i n foreign polic)vlet’s say a decade is a permanent featurc in forrigri
policy-so it would be desirable to leave bchind
something that does not depend 011 the constant
management of crisis to sur\rive. And \vitliin this
department I would like to leave behind an attitude
and a group of people committed to such ;I \vish,
so that succeeding Presidents can be confident that
there is a group of dedicated, esperienced, ;uid a b l c ~
men that can implement a policy of pence and stability and progress. I think we have the personnel
in this department to do it. And wheii I say I \\li1nt
to institutionalize it, I don’t mean lines on an organization chart. I mean a groufi’bf lieople that
already exist, that work to the full estent of their
capabilities, and this is why I sometimes drive them
so hard.
~ I O Y E R S :Thaiik you, hlr. Secretary.

